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2013 Reprint of 1963 Edition in Two Volumes bound into one. Full facsimile of the original edition,

not reproduced with Optical Recognition Software. Thomas H. Burgoyne, an astrologer and founder

of the Hermetic Brotherhood of Luxor, was born April 14, 1855, and grew up in his native Scotland.

Spontaneously psychic, he claimed that as a child he came into contact with the Brotherhood of

Light, a group of discarnate, advanced beings who attempt to guide the destiny of humankind.

Today that group continues as the Church of Light. At a later date he met a M. Theon, purported to

be an earthly representative of the brotherhood who taught Burgoyne about the Brotherhood.

Burgoyne moved to the United States around 1880 and soon afterward his writings began to appear

in various periodicals. He was brought into contact with Norman Astley of Carmel, California, who

also claimed to be in contact with the Brotherhood of Light. Astley suggested that Burgoyne write a

set of lessons to introduce the brotherhood's teachings to the public, and Burgoyne accepted

Astley's hospitality at Carmel while he worked on the lessons. They were published in 1889 as "The

Light of Egypt." The writing of the lessons occasioned the establishment of the Hermetic

Brotherhood of Luxor as an esoteric occult order and outer expression of the Brotherhood of Light.

The Hermetic Brotherhood was structured with three leaders, a seer, a scribe/secretary, and an

astrologer. Burgoyne became the scribe. As Burgoyne understood it, the Brotherhood of Light was

an occult order formed to oppose the dominant religious powers of the day in ancient Egypt. As the

members died, they continued the brotherhood from their new plane of being.
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absolutely incredible. This man is a genius with a superb command over the English language.

Clearly an illuminate.

It's a tough read, but well worth the time for the true esoteric student!

Wow this is an amazing book that will help you narrow your focus and it re-affirms a lot of truth I

have discovered in my own personal journey. Amazing read.

This book deserves the perfect rating because its a bargain of knowledge for the price. I have since

I bought this one, I bought the 1965 versions of the 2 separate volumes it is exactly to the tee for the

1963 editions but I have the 1965 reprint addition and 2 chapters are missing from this book other

wise this book is an awesome read. Its kinda hard to read which means its not a novel you must

study it slow that is the author's intent here. This book raised my conciousness level and I'm sure it

will enlighten you I highly recommend this book I love it smooth cover it feels great on your hands as

well. Very good content about reincarnation and karma I never looked at it from this point of view.

There are other copies  sells which I don't own but its the same book but a different publisher and it

has awesome reviews 2 separate volumes but if you don't want 2 separate books I highly

recommend this one bargain for all this wisdom you'll gain.

A very interesting book for the ones who are looking for some enlightenment. Such a wise book in a

very objective language. It is a highly recommended reading. Also this edition is very practical since

it has the two volumes in just one book.

Excellent product. Prompt delivery in best condition. Deserve full five stars.

Recently, I learned of the Language of Gold...the tongue in which humans spoke before 'The

Fall'...this book is worthy of such associations. It is superior, in every way.

Very accurate to it's description as i feel it is one of the Greatest reads on the Ancient culture as well

as spiritual belief & the Universe from the Ancient Egyptian culture, that is still practical & very

meaningful in this time & age as well
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